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Abstract. The back-illuminated electron multiplying charge-coupled
device (EMCCD) camera is having a profound influence on the field of
low-light dynamic cellular microscopy, combining highest possible
photon collection efficiency with the ability to virtually eliminate the
readout noise detection limit. We report here the use of this camera,
in 5123512 frame-transfer chip format at 10-MHz pixel readout
speed, in optimizing a demanding ultra-low-light intracellular cal-
cium flux microscopy setup. The arrangement employed includes a
spinning confocal Nipkow disk, which, while facilitating the need to
both generate images at very rapid frame rates and minimize back-
ground photons, yields very weak signals. The challenge for the cam-
era lies not just in detecting as many of these scarce photons as pos-
sible, but also in operating at a frame rate that meets the temporal
resolution requirements of many low-light microscopy approaches, a
particular demand of smooth muscle calcium flux microscopy. Results
presented illustrate both the significant sensitivity improvement of-
fered by this technology over the previous standard in ultra-low-light
CCD detection, the GenIII+intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD),
and also portray the advanced temporal and spatial resolution capa-
bilities of the EMCCD. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1805559]
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1 Introduction
Intracellular ion signalling microscopy~e.g., Ca21 flux mi-
croscopy! imposes substantial demands on detector technol-
ogy, which can fundamentally be filtered down to two key
requirements—sensitivity and speed. The detector must be
sensitive to: 1. detect the weak signal of low dye concentra-
tions; 2. cope with the lower photon fluxes afforded by shorter
exposure times~complementing fast frame rates!; 3. detect the
weaker photon fluxes afforded by reduced excitation powers
~reducing photobleaching of dyes and photodamage to tissues,
thereby lengthening experimental lifetimes!; and 4. overcome
the significant readout noise detection limit of high-speed
readout rate. High frame rates are required to facilitate the
recording of fast calcium flux processes, in accordance with
the major temporal resolution requirements of intracellular
ion signalling studies.Ca21 sparks have been recorded in a
variety of cell types, including smooth muscle cells.1–5 These
events represent the spontaneous release ofCa21 from ryano-
dine sensitive intracellular stores, and are characterized by
their rapid rise time~20 to 95 ms!, decay~27 to 60 ms!, and

limited spatial spread~,2 mm2!.2 Currently available imaging
systems can record spark activity in whole cells, but few are
capable of delivering frame rates in excess of 30 fps, particu-
larly while maintaining good resolution in terms of signal to
noise ~S/N! and spatial definition, which clearly limits the
ability to resolve temporal events accurately. The ideal imag-
ing system would allow researchers to record calcium release
events from whole cells at frame rates that would allow a
more accurate determination of spark kinetics across the en-
tire cell. Furthermore, a particularly sensitive detector is nec-
essary not only to deliver resolvable signals at short exposure
times, but also to yield low noise kinetic plots from smaller,
more localized intracellular regions of interest.

We have previously reported6 use of the world’s first back-
illuminated electron multiplying charge-coupled device~EM-
CCD! ~BV-EMCCD, BV denoting optimization for visible
and near IR! from Andor Technology in providing optimal
signal-to-noise~S/N! performance at significantly reduced in-
put signal levels. The EMCCD is an advanced CCD camera
design, offering unsurpassed sensitivity performance, and has
been shown to yield markedly improved S/N under ultra-low-
light conditionsat high speed operation, facilitating the de-
manding fast speed low-light microscopies such as single
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molecule detection, intracellular ion signalling microscopy,
and 4-D microscopy. The detector makes use of a new CCD
architecture7–12 that unites the sensitivity of an intensified
CCD ~ICCD!, with the inherent advantages of a CCD. The
EMCCD camera used in the previous preliminary study6 con-
tained a 1283128 pixel sensor format, currently capable of
frame rates in excess of 500 fps at 10-MHz pixel readout, and
was used to illustrate the combined effects of both back-
illuminated sensor technology for maximum photon conver-
sion efficiency, and EMCCD technology for eliminating the
camera detection limit.

The specific effects of these technologies is to optimize the
two fundamental parameters of sensitivity, detection limit,
and quantum efficiency, as recapped next.6

• Detection limit. In a sufficiently cooled CCD, the detec-
tion limit is defined by the readout noise.13 In fact, this
may be regarded as the single main weakness of CCDs.
Scientific CCDs can achieve 2 to 4 electrons of readout
noise but only at slow readout speeds. However, at the
more practical speeds of 5-MHz pixel rates or greater,
this noise is typically 30 electrons or more. In applica-
tions where raw sensitivity is required, particularly at
high readout rates, either intensified CCDs~ICCDs! or
electron bombardment CCDs~EBCCDs! have been fa-
vored. But these detectors have their own drawbacks,
such as resolution artifacts, high spurious noise,
crosstalk, higher noise factor~which effectively in-
creases the signal shot noise!, and most importantly, se-
verely restricted quantum efficiency~QE! ~in the visible
wavelength range! of the photocathode at the front end
of light detection. They are also inherently complex and
expensive devices. A more detailed comparison of these
detector alternatives is given elsewhere.11,12 Electron
multiplying CCD technology, however, based on an all-
solid-state design,7–10 overcomes many of the ICCD/
EBCCD drawbacks while offering amplification technol-
ogy that can essentially render the readout noise
negligibleat any readout speed. That is to say, EMCCD
technology~sometimes known as on-chip multiplication!
affords an image sensor that is capable of detecting
single photon eventswithout an image intensifier,
achievable by way of a unique electron multiplying
structure built into the silicon, therefore avoiding the QE
and resolution limitations of intensifier tubes. Gain can
be increased to a degree, tuned easily through the soft-
ware, where extremely weak signals may be detected
above the readout noise of the camera, even under con-
ditions of high readout noise.

• Quantum efficiency. Sensitivity is also dependent on QE,
a measure of the light collection efficiency. In standard
CCD devices, higher QE means that more incoming
photons are converted to photoelectrons sufficient to
overcome the noise detection limit. The higher signals
afforded also reduce the relative signal shot noise. In a
system such as the EMCCD, where the readout noise
detection limit has essentially been removed, QE can be
expected to have a direct bearing on the shot noise of the
signal. Since the EMCCD does not require an intensifier
tube, the full higher and broader QE curves of the CCDs
can be harnessed. Indeed, even the first produced front-

illuminated EMCCDs ~FI-EMCCD! themselves have
distinct QE advantages over ICCDs. Back-thinned
CCDs, however, are recognized as having the highest
QEs of any detector~up to ;95% at maximum com-
pared to the;45–50% maximum QE of a typical front-
illuminated CCD!. In terms of spectral response range
the back-illuminated camera gives response from about
350 to .1000 nm, exceeding 90% over the 500- to
700-nm range. A lumogen coating can be applied to the
sensor to extend response much deeper into the UV.

Therefore, the BV-EMCCD, a device that combines both elec-
tron multiplying CCD technology and back-thinned CCD
technology, can be expected to offer both single photon de-
tection sensitivity~by virtue of having eliminated the readout
noise! andthe ultimate in photon conversion efficiency~there-
fore improved shot noise!. A back-illuminated EMCCD de-
vice can theoretically offer improvements of a factor of32
~or greater at some wavelengths! in signal/shot noise ratio
over a front-illuminated EMCCD device. Indeed such im-
provements had been previously experimentally verified.6

This work describes some ultra-low-light experiments car-
ried out with the iXon DV887~BV!, a back-illuminated EM-
CCD containing a 5123512 frame-transfer chip reading out at
10 MHz. At this readout speed, the camera can be operated at
.30 fps in full frame readout, and much faster still with sub-
array selection or binning, as is shown. The camera has been
incorporated into an ultra-low-light Nipkow spinning disk
confocal microscopy arrangement for rapid calcium flux mea-
surements on cells isolated from rabbit urethra, guinea pig
bladder, and vas deferens. The results presented are instru-
mental in verifying three principal benefits of this technical
innovation: 1. the significant influence on fundamental S/N
considerations in extremely low-light cellular fluorescent mi-
croscopy scenarios; 2. the temporal/spatial resolution ability
required to identify and record transientCa21 spark sites and
waves; and 3. the ability of the system to record these events
over long durations. In determining the improvements in sen-
sitivity and resolution, the BV-EMCCD was directly com-
pared ~using the same cells! to the technology format that
before the advent of the EMCCD camera had been considered
the standard for low-light detection at fast readout speed—a
GenIII1ICCD. The temporal ability was demonstrated
through recording of rapidCa21 spark and wave events
within the smooth muscle cells, over extended kinetic series.
Sensitivity was such that kinetic profiles can be plotted of
these localized events using very small region of interest
~ROI! averaging, while maintaining sufficient S/N for accu-
rate measurement.

2 Experimental Description
2.1 EMCCD and ICCD Cameras
The iXon DV887~BV! from Andor Technology is a 10-MHz
camera with a 5123512 frame-transfer sensor, 16-mm2 pixel
size, capable of delivering.30 full frames/sec~the precise
value dependent on the vertical row shift speed selectable
through the software11!. It is important to note that much
faster speeds still are achievable through selection of subar-
rays and/or binning. Some frame rates resulting from pixel
binning and subarray combinations are given in Table 1, as-
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suming a 3.4-ms vertical shift speed. It is particularly interest-
ing to note that 127 frames/sec is available through 1003512
subarray, without any resolution sacrifice of pixel binning.
This shape of active CCD area corresponds~using a3100
objective! to a field of view of 16382 mm, which is sufficient
to image a large proportion of typical smooth muscle cells.
Recording in this mode enables such cells to be imaged at
very high temporal~.100 frames/sec! and spatial resolution.
Furthermore, the superior camera sensitivity is such that the
S/N advantages associated with pixel binning may readily be
sacrificed in favor of maintaining resolution.

The ICCD camera used was a Stanford Photonics XR
Mega 10 ICCD, containing a GenIII1intensifier and 1280
31024 CCD sensor, 6.7-mm2 sensor pixel size, capable of 15
frames/sec at full frame readout. The sensor is fiber coupled to
the intensifier tube, with a;1.5 to 1 tapered fiber, yielding an
effective pixel size of.10 mm2. Binning ~232! of the ICCD
was necessary to enable shorter exposure times~faster frame
rates! to be employed in this camera, while also making the
effective pixel size more comparable to that of the EMCCD
~better for more accurate sensitivity comparisons!. Such bin-
ning, while imposing a sacrifice in spatial resolution, should
result in more favorable S/N performance, i.e., the binned
232 superpixel is capable of collecting 43 as many photons
as a single pixel. This ICCD is unable to perform subarray
readout, so binning is the only means of increasing the frame
rate.

2.2 Intracellular Ion Measurements
An inverted Nikon TE300 microscope with340 and3100
objectives~each NA 1.3! was combined with a spinning Nip-
kow disk arrangement~Visitech, United Kingdom, approxi-
mately 1800 revs/min building approximately 360 complete
confocal images/sec! and a krypton/argon ion laser with exci-
tation wavelength 488 nm. A31.5 c-mount lens is also em-
ployed in this setup~originally inserted to compensate for the
fiber taper in the ICCD!. This must be taken into account
during data analysis, however, when determining parameters
such as ROI dimensions. Cameras were easily interchanged
via a side oriented c-mount adaptor for direct comparison
with the same cells under identical conditions. Freshly dis-
persed rabbit urethral and guinea pig cells were obtained as
described previously1 and were loaded with 10mM of Fluo-
4-AM dye ~Molecular Probes, emission maximum at 516 nm!

for 15 min at 37°C. Cells were plated on glass bottomed
dishes, allowed to settle, and then perfused with Hanks solu-
tion maintained at 37°C. The krypton/argon ion excitation la-
ser was sometimes varied to achieve different signal intensi-
ties, but often it was kept at standby power, i.e., the minimum
power to allow stable lasing. This was considered a very de-
sirable experimental condition, minimizing photodamage and
enabling prolonged viability of the cells during continuous
recording. When bound to freeCa21, the emission quantum
yield of Fluo-4 increases significantly. To examine spontane-
ous calcium release events, cells were deliberately chosen that
have been demonstrated to fireCa21 sparks3 and Ca21

waves.4 Occasionally, caffeine addition~10 mM for 5 sec!
was used to induce release of intracellularCa21 from the
cellular calcium stores and resulted in a rapid build up~more
than tens of milliseconds! of Ca21 levels within the cell, fol-
lowed by a slower~hundreds of milliseconds—seconds! de-
cay of the intracellularCa21 concentration. Calcium flux dy-
namics were readily analyzed and displayed using
quantitative processing functions with Andor’s imaging soft-
ware. During analysis, region of interest~ROI! boxes are em-
ployed, selectable from within the Andor imaging software,
from which average values may be calculated from the pixels
contained within. To smooth the images, a standardized
smoothing algorithm from NIH Image was applied to the raw
images. This algorithm is based on a nearest-neighbor aver-
aging method that creates a value for each pixel based on the
average calculated for that pixel and its surrounding eight
pixels.

3 Results and Discussion
To perform a direct performance comparison between the BV-
EMCCD camera and the Gen III1ICCD, a series of Fluo-4
loaded rabbit urethra smooth muscle cells were imaged, tak-
ing a short kinetic series~10 frames! with one camera, then
performing the same analysis with the other camera directly
after with the same cell still in place. The order in which the
images were recorded was alternated for each subsequent cell,
to rule out photobleaching effects on the differing S/N levels.
In general, largely due to the rapid confocal nature of the
technique and the short 33-ms exposure times employed~232
binning of the ICCD was necessary to achieve this exposure!,
the fluorescent images represent extremely low photon fluxes.
All cells imaged were within the same field of cells and sub-
jected to identical dye loading times. However, it was obvious
that some cells were inherently weaker than others. This is
due to slightly different loading efficiencies, focal fine posi-
tion, and also, the laser power was purposefully varied
slightly to produce different degrees of signal intensities. The
important point was that each cell was imaged like-for-like,
varying only the camera.

Figure 1~a! shows one of the cells recorded with each cam-
era type, both before and after applying a smoothing algo-
rithm. It is clear that both signal contrast and resolution are
markedly better in the case of the images recorded with the
BV-EMCCD. The effect of smoothing is to enhance the con-
trast further between fluorescent signal and background, at the
expense of some resolution. However, even after smoothing
of each image, the same improvements are noticeable in the
BV-EMCCD images compared to the corresponding ICCD

Table 1 Frame rates (frames per second) achievable from the 10-
MHz Andor iXon DV887 at a variety of subarray and binning combi-
nations.

Array size/
binning

5123512
(full frame) 2563256 1283128 100v3512h

131 31 59 104 127

231 55.56 100 167 192

232 55.56 100 167 192

431 91.74 154 233 263

434 91.74 154 233 263
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image. Figure 1~b! shows a representative series of compara-
tive cell images from this experiment, each having been
smoothed to provide clearer visualization, particularly of the
ultra-weak images. It is clear that signal intensity and image
contrast were better throughout the series for the images re-
corded with the EMCCD, a direct function of a higher S/N
ratio afforded by the higher QE of the EMCCD detector~both
types of detector have overcome the read noise detection
limit !. This pattern has been observed previously for the iXon
DV860, 1283128 sensor, versus the same Gen III1ICCD,
albeit across a series of different cells within the same field.6

The degree of improvement is particularly apparent for cell 3,
for which the photon flux was so low that it could barely be
detected at all with the ICCD, but is certainly identifiable with
the EMCCD. The superior signal of the EMCCD is to be
expected, given the markedly restricted QE of ICCDs com-

pared to the unrestrained QE of the BV-EMCCD. Indeed, at
the 516-nmlmax of Fluo-4 dye, the BV-CCD should have
.32 QE than a GenIII1photocathode. This should result in
.31.4 increase in signal-to-shot noise ratio.

Furthermore, the resolution from the BV-EMCCD is mark-
edly better, and one can more easily identify areas of intra-
cellular dye compartmentalization, for example. This resolu-
tion improvement arises to a large extent from the different
electron amplification technology used in the EMCCD, which
virtually eliminates the pixel cross talk that is inherent in
ICCD measurements~yielding a form of instrumental
blurring!,12 but also from the slightly larger area of the 232
binned pixel required to run at a faster readout speed~and
shorter exposure time!. In comparison, the EMCCD produces
images of stark resolution—postacquisition smoothing can be
applied artificially through software if required, but this is the

Fig. 1 (a) Comparative raw and smoothed low-light fluorescent images recorded from a live smooth muscle cell using the BV-EMCCD and the Gen
III+ICCD. (b) Further smoothed images recorded of Fluo-4 loaded smooth muscle cells using both the BV-EMCCD and the Gen III+ICCD; 33-ms
exposure time per frame; high EM or ICCD gain setting throughout.
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researcher’s choice. It is interesting also to note that, in terms
of sensitivity, a greater number of photons should hit the
slightly larger pixel area of the 232 binned ICCD than that of
the nonbinned BV-EMCCD, yet the latter camera clearly
maintained a clear S/N advantage~without the need to sacri-
fice resolution for speed!.

It is important to note that all of the images shown here are
of extremely weak signals, and would be lost entirely within
the read noise floor if it were not for the respective signal
amplification technologies.

To provide a better depiction of the temporal capabilities
of this latest 10-MHz BV-EMCCD camera, a series of cells
were chosen from which fastCa21 sparking events could be
imaged in extended kinetic series, either with full frame or
subarea~the latter can be tailored to achieve both faster
speeds and to match the dimensions of the muscle cells!. The
events either occurred naturally within the cell or were in-
duced through controlled injection of caffeine to stimulate
Ca21 release. Generally, it is highly desirable to record as
many images as possible within the duration of a sparking
event or wave, such that a clear spatial and temporal profile of
the intracellular calcium activity can be generated. In fact, one
approach that is currently used to get maximum temporal
resolution is to employ a line scanning technique.5 To obtain
such high temporal resolution~500 frames/sec!, a significant
sacrifice in spatial resolution is required~i.e., the scanned re-
gion is only 1 pixel diam!.

Figure 2~a! shows a series of selected images from a 1100-
frame kinetic series recorded of Fluo-4 loaded guinea pig
bladder smooth muscle cell with the BV-EMCCD, operated

with 2563256 pixel subarray at 59 frames/sec. The montage
of consecutive images represent aCa21 spark event, which
can be seen to rapidly appear close to the cell membrane and
spread into the cell. A smaller 1003100 pixel subarray was
then placed on top of the sparking region of this cell, such that
a frame rate of 113 frames/sec was obtainable from a more
targeted field of view. This function is readily achievable from
within the Andor imaging software, requiring the customiz-
able subarray box simply to be dragged on top of the interest-
ing region. Figure 2~b! shows a montage of consecutive im-
ages derived from one of the sparking events at this faster
frame rate, from which the dynamics of the event occurring
within this field of view can be more readily discerned.

Kinetic plots, shown in Fig. 3, were generated from a ROI
function within the Andor software, from a 2.7-mm ROI over
the spark site shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, therefore showing
comparative kinetics at 59 and 113 frames/sec. In all cases,
the Ca21 spark events are clearly recognizable above the
basal fluorescence level. Figures 3~b! and 3~d! show one of
the spark profiles from each series expanded out to give a
clearer depiction of the number of data points present within a
given event, each data point derived from a single image cap-
ture. It is clear from this figure that differences in activation
and decay kinetics of the spark are clearly identifiable.2 The
corresponding 113 frames/sec kinetic plot shown in Fig. 3~d!
clearly shows more data points per event. To highlight this
comparison further, Fig. 3~e! shows expanded kinetic profiles,
plotted as a function of frame number, at 59 frames/sec~from
Fig. 2! and 113 frames/sec. The spark events are clearly more
temporally defined at the faster speeds, yet maintain sufficient

Fig. 2 (a) Consecutive BV-EMCCD fluorescence images from a 1500-frame kinetic series at 59 frames/sec, 2563256 subarray, showing the
initiation and spread of a single Ca21 spark. (b) Consecutive images from the same cell at 113 frames/sec, 1003100 subarray. The cell section is
shown against the black background, from which no fluorescence is observed.
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S/N despite the shorter exposure times employed. This ability
to go to higher temporal resolution while maintaining the sen-
sitivity to deal with the lower signal levels associated with
shorter experiments is highly desirable for recording such
Ca21 spark events.

The ability of this system to record calcium release events
at high temporal resolution is further demonstrated in Fig. 4.
In this experiment, the effects of applying caffeine~10 mM!
were examined on a quiescent smooth muscle cell. Figure 4~a!
shows a montage of images selected from a 1100-frame ki-
netic series, at 60 frames/sec, of a Fluo-4 loaded bladder
smooth muscle cell, during which caffeine was added to in-
duce aCa21 release from ryanodine sensitive stores. As the
fourth panel of Fig. 4~a! demonstrates, it was possible to ob-
serve the initial site ofCa21 release, which then spread across
the entire cell~subsequent images!. Figure 4~b! shows kinetic
plots recorded from two regions of interest, one at the point of
Ca21 release and one close to the extremity of the cell@bot-

tom of the cell as viewed in Fig. 4~a!#. By using such an
analysis, one can build up a clear profile of the response,
decay, and magnitude of the wave event, and can also mea-
sure the time taken to spread across the cell. Without a camera
of sufficient sensitivity as well as temporal and spatial reso-
lution, rapidly spreading events such as this would be very
difficult to characterize in terms of both confidently identify-
ing the localized region of weak initial activity, and recording
this initiation with sufficient data points.

Recently Sergeant et al.1 demonstrated the presence of
spontaneous transient inward currents in specialized pacemak-
ing cells in the rabbit urethra, and later suggested that these
may be due to formation of a spontaneousCa21 wave in these
cells.4 To test this idea and to demonstrate that continuous
recording of these events was possible over a long duration,
we examined activity in an isolated interstitial cell from the
rabbit urethra loaded with Fluo-4-AM. Figure 5~a! shows a
selection of images taken from a 1500 kinetic series of images

Fig. 3 Kinetic plots derived from ROI averages of the 1100-frame kinetic series of Fig. 2: (a) 59 frames/sec; (b) 59 frames/sec expanded spark of the
asterix event in (a); (c) 113 frames/sec; (d) 113 frames/sec expanded spark (the baseline slope is due to an offset artifact that has since been rectified);
and (e) 59 and 133 frames/sec expanded and overlaid.
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acquired at 30 frames/sec. It is clear from these images that
Ca21 oscillations arise from one region of the cell and are
propagated throughout the cell. To analyze the spread of this
wave throughout the cell, two 50350-pixel ROIs were placed

at opposite ends of the cell. The resultant plots, shown in Fig.
5~b!, clearly show an overlaid series of offset wave events, the
peaks arising from the bottom ROI appearing consistently
ahead of those from the top ROI, from which the transverse

Fig. 4 (a) Selected fluorescence images from a 1100-frame kinetic series at 60 frames/sec, showing the progression of a caffeine-induced Ca21

transient event in guinea pig bladder myocyte. (b) Kinetic plots derived from offset ROIs within the cell.

Fig. 5 (a) Selected fluorescence images from a 1500-frame kinetic series at 30 frames/sec, showing the progression of a Ca21 wave as it progresses
though a rabbit urethral cell. (b) Kinetic plots derived from offset ROIs within the cell. (c) Comparison of kinetic plots generated from 30 and 120
frames/sec kinetic series of the same cell (the 120 frame/sec images used the same field of view, varying only the exposure time).
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time of the wave is measurable. It is interesting to note that
the delay between the peaks varies slightly from wave to
wave and that, in contrast to the guinea pig smooth muscle, no
distinct spark-like events could be detected. To illustrate the
ability to measure these events at faster speeds, kinetic series
were recorded at 60 and 120 frames/sec also. Figure 5~c!
shows a section of the ROI kinetic plot obtained at 30 frames/
sec, compared to a wave recorded at 120 frames/sec. While it
is clear that the progressively shorter exposure times em-
ployed to afford greater temporal resolution resulted in a
lower S/N ratio, the camera’s ultra-sensitive performance was
such that even at 120 frames/sec, theCa21 wave profile could
still be clearly discerned. It is important to note that the sub-
array used to give 120 frames/sec was sufficient to image the
entire cell at this speed without need for pixel binning.

During analysis, ROIs are employed, selectable from
within the Andor imaging software, from which average val-
ues may be calculated from the pixels contained within. If
small ROIs are used, this feature may allow researchers to
examine events that are spatially smaller than sparks, i.e.,
Ca21 quarks.14 Figure 6 shows a series of kinetic profiles
generated from the studied spark site of the 59 frames/sec
kinetic series of images examined in Fig. 2. The profiles were
generated from three different sizes of ROI placed at the cen-
ter of the sparking region, which when the3100 objective
and31.5 c-mount lens are accounted for, correspond to ROIs
of ;2.732.7mm2, 1.331.3mm2, and 0.730.7mm2. It is clear
that the S/N ratio decreases as the ROI area decreases, as
expected. However, camera sensitivity is such that the sparks

can be confidently identified, even from the smallest ROI
area.

4 Conclusions
The significant boost in ultra-sensitive imaging performance
offered by the new back-illuminated EMCCD is demonstrated
here in the context of measured improvements to a particu-
larly demanding ultra-low-light microscopy technique. Im-
provements are in the form of sensitivity, resolution, and
speed parameters that are to a large extent interdependent.
This enhanced sensitivity offered by this camera complements
its ability to deal with the lower photon fluxes associated with
the shorter exposure times inherent to fast frame rate opera-
tion. Furthermore, through intelligent choice of subarray se-
lection, very fast frame rates~.100 frames sec! are achiev-
able without sacrifices to pixel resolution. The higher
sensitivity will also prove entirely useful in enabling use of
both lower fluorophore concentrations, lower excitation pow-
ers, higher optical magnifications and smaller ROI analysis,
conditions employed for the most part in the current study.
The BV-EMCCD will undoubtedly be used in the optimiza-
tion of a number of challenging low-light microscopy ap-
proaches~and indeed low-light macroscopic approaches also!,
including single molecule microscopy15,16 and 4- or 5-D live
cell microscopy.

Fig. 6 Kinetic plots generated from ROIs of different sizes, 2.7, 1.3, and 0.7 mm2; the ROIs placed within the cell spark site analyzed in Figs. 2
and 3.
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